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TV RE CEIVER 1

CHASSIS TYPE F2

SPECIFICATION
AERIAL INPUT :
Provision for 300 ohm balanced twin feeder.

POWER SUPPLY:
200, 230, 240V. A.C., 50 cycles per second.
CONSUMPTION:
195 watts.
CARRIER FREQUENCIES:
Sound Carrier
Vision Carrier
Channel
55.75 mc / s
1.
50.25 mc / s
69.75
64.25
2.
91.75
86.25
3.
138.75
133.25
4.
145.75
140.25
5.
180.75
175.25
6.
187.75
182.25
7.
194.75
189.25
8.
201.75
196.25
9.
215.75
210.25
10.

INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCIES:
Vision I.F. - Carrier ....:....................... 36.0 mc / s.
Sound I.F. - Carrier ............................ 30.5 mc / s.
FUSE TYPES:
2 Amp. - Mains.
250 mA. - H .T.
500 mA. - H.T.

VALVE COMPLEMENT
Vl
V2
V3
V4
V5
V6
V7
V8
V9

6CW7
6BL8
6BY7
6BX6
6BX6
6CK6
5AS4
5AS4
6BL8

Vl0

6BL8

Vll
Vl2
Vl3

6BX6
6BX6
6AL5 ·

V14

R.F . Amplifier
Frequency Changer
1st I.F. Amplifier
2nd I.F. Amplifier
3rd I.F. Amplifier
Video Amplifier
Power R ectifier
Power R ectifier
Gated A.G.C . and
Noise Inverter
Vertical Sync. Separator and Horizontal
Sync. Separator
lntercarrier Amp.
Limiter
Ratio Detector

Vl5
V16
V17
V18
Vl9
V20
V21
M Rl
MR2
MR3
C.R.T.
or

Audio Amplifier and
Audio Output
Blocking Oscillator &
6BM8
Vertical Output
Reactance Valve
6BX6
Phase Discriminator
6AL5
Horizontal O sc. and
6BL8
Horizontal Drive
Horizontal
Output
6CM5
E.H.T.
Rectifier
1S2
Damping Diode
6R3
Vision Detector
0A70
0A81
Clamping Diode
M3
Clamping Diode
21ALP4-A Picture Tube
AW53-80
Picture Tube
6BM8

CAUTION
The normal B+ voltages in this receiver are dangerous.
Use extreme caution when serv1c1ng this
receiver. The high voltage at the picture tube anode (16,000 volts) will give an unpleasant shock but does
not supply enough current to give a fatal burn or shock.
However, secondary human reactions to
otherwise harmless shocks have been known to cause injury.
Always discharge the picture tube anode to the chassis before handling the tube.
The picture tube is highly evacuated and ii broken it will violently expel glass fragments.
handling the picture tube , always wear goggles.
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When

SUMMARY OF FEATURES
Laminated, ti nted safety glass screen for
maximum protection against implosion and to
reduce reflections.

21 valves and three metal rectifiers.
90° aluminised, electrostatic focus p icture
tube, type 21ALP4-A or A W53-80.
Exact 4 : 3 aspect ratio to avoid cu tting off
picture information by overscanning - important
with fi lm titles.
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C IRCUIT FEATURES
( I ) Turret tuner has faci lities for individual
exact alignment of oscillator on each channel
through the front of the set.
( 2) A three-stage I.F. Amplifier gives good
sensitivity consisten t with wide bandwidth and
good definition .
(3 ) Phase-linear treatmen t of the I.F. phase
response ensures best possible definition with
freedom from overshoots or smear and is entirely
non-critical with respect to fin e tuning. No cri tical
tuning adjustment is needed to obtain a picture
free of smear or overshoots.
( 4) Overall frequency response of the system
is within 3 db. from D .C . up to 4.7 megacycles
per second .
( 5 ) D .C. coupling from the video detector
through the video a mplifier to the picture tube
ensu res that true scene black is retained and all
shades have their true relationsh ip to black. This
ensures correct reproduction of special effects
such as night-time scenes and shots against a
dark backgrourid.

(6 ) Ga ted A.G.C. gives immunity from effects
of impulse noise and has fast action to cope with
rapid fading from ''aircraft flutter."
Variable
delay on the tuner A. G.C . maintains full R.F .
stage gain on weak to moderate signals to minimise. frequency converter noise, and can be
adjusted foi- best results when the receiver is
install ed.
. ( 7) A noise inverter protects the synchronismg circuits from impulse in terference.
The
receiver " holds" well · in condi tions of severe
interference.
( 8 ) Separate vertical and horizontal sync.
s~parators ei1sure maximum efficiency of separat10n and positive synchronisation of horizontal
and vertical oscilla tors.
(9 ) Both amplitude limiter and ratio detector
are used to ensure tha t impulse noise and "sync
buzz" on the 5.5 me / s intercarrier ·are effectivel y
elimina ted even in a reas of low signal strength
and severe interference.
3

( 10) The sound amplifier with ample feedback gives excellent quality and ample power to
handle the "hi-fi" F.M. sound that can be transmitted. A compensated volume control maintains
tonal balance at all volume settings.
( 11 ) The Vertical Deflection Amplifier has
current feedback to maintain consistent deflection
current in coils rather than constant voltage across
them. As a result, the height does not shrink as
the deflection coils warm up and their resistance
increases. This transformer method of feedback
also eliminates the need for a vertical linearity
control since it is practically independent of wide
componen t tolerances. It also gives excellent
interlace.
( 12 ) The Horizontal Hold circuit i a
balanced diode discriminator type of phase comparator with a sine-wave oscillator and has
sufficient pull-in range to render unnecessary a
hold control on the front of the receiver.

( 13 ) The H orizontal Deflection ci rcuit uses a
linearity coil which can be adjusted for an indication on a multimeter. This has the advantage
that it can be adjusted in the abse nce of a transmitted test pattern.
( 14 ) Vertical Flyback Blanking eliminates
any vertical retrace lines.
( 15 ) Minimum number of controls necessary
for operation.
( 16 ) Dustproof seal around picture tube to
eliminate dust which is otherwise attracted to th e
picture tube by static charge.
A REMOTE CONTROL facility is provided
whereby sound volume and picture contrast can
be c_ontrolled at distances up to 25 feet from the
receiver.
THERMISTOR PROTECTION is provided
to guard against high tension surge when switching on.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
R.F. UNIT
The input to the turret tuner is to a cen tre
tapped transformer which presents an impedance
of 300 ohms. In series with each leg of the input
is a fixed-tuned video I.F. trap circuit tuned to
36.0 Mc / s. Shunted across the input is a variable
sound I.F. trap circuit tuned to 30.5 Mc / s.
R.F. amplification is achieved with a type
6CW7, double triode (V 1), in a cascode circuit.
The two sections of this stage are connected in
series for D.C. The grounded cathode input
section is neutralized and is also controllable by
A.G.C. from the main chassis. Because of the
seritlS D.C. connection of the two portions, A.G.C.
voltage· to one section also effects control on the
other section.
Coupling between the two sections of the
cascade is direct and the coil between the two
maintains amplification on the high frequency
channels.
Inductive coupling is used between the
cascode ...and mixer. V2, a type 6BL8, combined
triode-pentode, is used a oscillator and mixer.
The oscillator is a Colpitts circuit operating above
signal frequency. Injection to the mixer input is
hy inductive coupling. The fine tuning capacitor
is capacitively coupled to the oscillator coil by a
con tact lug on the coil former. Adjustment on
each channel is provided by means of a screwed
slug in each oscillator coil, this slug being accessible through a hole in the front plate of the tuner
when the fine tuning capacitor is in an approximate mid-position.
The fine · tuning capacitor takes the form of
a specially shaped ceramic wafer which turns
between two fixed metal plates.

The intermediate frequency outpu t of the
tuner (vision 36.0 Mc / s, sound 30.5 Mc / s) is
coupled to the 1.F. channel of the main chassis
through a secondary winding L9 on the I.F.
coil L8.
The heater circuit is filtered by a Ferroxcube
bead through which a heater wire is passed. The
bead concentrates the field around the wire, increasing its self-inductance so that it acts as a
choke.
I.F . AMPLIFIER
The tuner I.F. output is coupled to the g rid
of the first I.F. Amplifier V3 and tuned by coil
L16 with stray capacities. There are three I.F.
amplifying stages, the first two are ''stacked'' as
far as D.C. is concerned, i.e., they operate in
series with V4 above V3. This does not influence
their R.F . operation in any way but does save
H.T. current. A.G.C. voltage applied to V3 also
controls V4, since the same current flows through
both valves.
V5 is coupled to the video detector MRl by
inductive coupling.
Trap circuits L15 and L19 are coupled to
I.F. coils Ll6 and L20. The former attenuates
the sound carrier 30.5 Mc / s; the latter attenuates
the adjacent-channel sound carrier 37 .5 Mc / s.
V3 and V4 have small unbypassed cathode
resistors Rl 7 and R22 to minimise detuning of
th eir grid circuits when A.G.C . bias is applied.
VIDEO AMPLIFIER
The detected video output from the germanium diode MRl is fed through IFT4 which,
in conjunction with R28 and C37, forms a 5.5
Mc / s null trap, and is amplified by V6. L24,
L25, and L26 are peaking chokes which maintain
the high frequency components of the vision signal
fed to the cathode of the picture tube.

INTERCARRIER AMPLIFIER AND
SOUND OUTPUT
The frequency modulated 5.5 Mc / s component from the video detector is applied via the
transfo rmer IFT4 to the intercarrier amplifier
V 11. A single tuned circuit couples V 11 to the
limiter V12.

the vertical sync. separator then the interfering
pulses cancel out across this resistor and the
vertical sync. separator th ereby has good immunity to the effects of impulse noise.
GA TED A.G.C .
The same video waveform that feeds the
noise inverter is fed to the grid of the A.G.C.
amplifier (Pentode section V9) . The polarity
of this waveform is with sync. tips positive, and
the valve is biased so that it can conduct during
sync. pulses. However, it can only do this if there
is a positive pulse applied to its anode via C47
from the lin e output transfo rmer during line flyback. This overcomes the possibility of the valve
conducting on impulse interference occurring during th e period between lin e sync. pulses, and
makes the A.G.C. operation immune to impulse
interference.

Output from the limiter is demodulated by
the ratio detector V 13 to provide the audio signal
which passes through th e tone control network
and the volume control and is amplified by the
triode and output pentode sections of V 14.
Feedback is applied via both triode and pentode
cathodes.
The tone control provides normal flat response
a t mid position. Full anti-clockwise rotation cuts
high frequencies, as may be needed when excessive
sib ilance or high frequency noise is transmitted.
Full clockwise rotation cuts low frequencies. This
facility may be needed in "live" reverberent
loca tions such as halls, or schools, or when low
rrequency noise such as hum is transmitted.

The current through the valve depends upon
the height of the sync. pulses and the setting of
the contrast control. The current pulses flow
from the chassis via R50, VR2 and R49 to the
anode of the valve. C46 smoothes the voltage
developed across R50 and VR2, which is the
A.G.C. bias for the I.F . va lve V3. VR2 controls
the ratio of I.F. and R .F. A.G.C. The cathode
of the A.G.C. valve is returned to + 50V. This
voltage is set by a divider network consisting of
R51 , R52, R53, R57 , VR3 and VR5.

A margin of sound gain is provided so that
the full 2 watts o utput is obtained from sound
signals which are not fully modulated. Moreover,
the sound output stage has a controlled overload
characteristic which ensures that, when overdriven, it does not " paralyse" but merely clips
th e peaks and so remains comparatively free from
audible distortion.

The grid voltage is obtained from the
CONTRAST control tap on the cathode chain
and is applied to th e A.G.C. valve grid via R54
and R56. Because the A.G.C. valve has a small
grid base (about - 2V. ) compared with the
voltage from its cathode to earth ( +50V.), the
voltage from its grid to earth during conduction
remains substantially constant ( + 48 to 49 volts )
as long as any A.G.C. voltage is produced. Thus
an increase of voltage at its grid due to the
CONTRAST control produces an equal decreas e
of grid voltage due to sync. tips from the video
output. In this way the CONTRAST control
voltage sets the video output voltage, by automatic control of the A.G.C. voltage and hence
I.F. gain. At the same time, the CONTRAST
control varies the bias of the noise inverter grid
so that syn_c tips. are always held just below cut-off
independent of the height of the video signal.
VR4 is a pre-set adjustment of the range of the
contrast control.

SYNC. SEPARATORS
Separate vertical and horizontal sync. separators are employed (VlO triode and pentode sections). Video signal with sync. tips positive is
taken from the video amplifier anode and applied
to the grids of both sections of VlO. Differentiation in C53 and R65 occurs in the pentode grid .
Grid leak bias on these valves ensures that they
conduct only on sync. tips and hence the sync.
outpu t at their anodes is free of picture information. Since differentiation has occurred at th e
g rid of the pentode section, its output is essentially
horizontal sync. pulses only. The triode section
output is followed by a three-stage integrator and
on ly vertical sync. pulses pass out of this circuit.
NOISE INVERTER
Anode current in the triode section of V9
is normally cut off by the steady bias between its
grid and cathode. Video signal with sync. tips
positive is fed to the grid of this valve from the
video amplifier and the valve is biased so that
under normal conditions this signal will not drive
it into conduction. However, if impulse interference with amplitude g rea ter than sync. pulse
height is present, the valve will conduct during
the interfering pulse and amplified, inverted interference pulses will appear at the valve anode.
Since the anode load of thi s valve (R61 ) is also
in the path through which video signal is fed to

With a normal picture displayed on the
screen, VR3 is adjusted to set the A.G.C . cathode
bias at + 50V.
A.G.C. voltage is also applied to the R .F.
amplifier from the junction of R47 and R48. This
latter resistor, together with C45, forms a smoothing filter for the pulses appearing at V9 anode.
The junction of these two resistors is clamped to
earth potential by the clamping diode MR3, and
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circuit the sync pulse is applied in the same phase
to both diodes of the discriminator. From the
oscillator a balanced winding on the transformer
feeds equal and opposite sine-wave voltages to
the cathodes of the diodes. These pulse and sine
waveforms are added together and detected by
the diodes so that the voltage developed across
R 111 is equal to the peak negative voltage applied
to the top diode and is negative with respect to
the centre tap of the sine wave winding. Similarly,
the voltage across Rl 12 is equal to the peak
negative voltage applied to the bottom diode and
is negative with respect to the centre tap of the
winding.

not until the anode of V9 falls to a value fixed by
the H.T. voltage divided by the ratio of R46 and
R47 to R48 does this point become unclamped.
A " delayed" bias is therefore provided to the
R.F. stage, ensuring that maximum R.F. stage
gain is available with low signal levels to minimise
noise from the frequency converter.
The division ratio of the voltage divider
supplying I.F. bias is important. If the ratio is
too small, the tuner will start to receive bias
hefore converter noise has disappeared from the
picture. As a result, noise will be visible even at
high signal levels. If the ratio is too large, an
excessive degree of control will be demanded of
the I.F. amplifier before the tuner starts to receive
bias.
This can cause overloading of the I.F.
amplifier. Therefore, the ratio should be adjusted
for optimum when the receiver is installed, using
VR2.

Since the two peak rectified voltages are in
the same sense, negative with respect to the
transformer centre tap, the discriminator output
voltage, taken across the two load resistors R 111
and R 112 will be their difference.

VERTICAL DEFLECTION CIRCUITS

Fig. 2 shows how the sine wave applied to
the diode in opposite sense and the pulse applied
in the same sense are added together.

Vertical sync. pulses from the sync. separator
via the integrator are used to synchronise the
blocking oscillator comprised of transformer TR3
and triode portion of Vl5. " Height" is varied by
adjustment of the D.C. potential fed to the blocking oscillator anode and "Vertical Hold" is adjusted by varying the time constant of the blocking oscillator grid circuit.
The Vertical Hold
control VR9 is returned to the slider of the Height
Control potentiometer VR8 so that th e blocking
osci llator frequency is unaffected when Height is
adjusted. This makes the Vertical Hold almost
independent of Height Adjustment.

In Fig. 2 (a) there is a phase error between
the incoming sync. pulse and the receiver horizontal oscillator, the sync. pulse arriving before
the sin ewave across the zero axis. Then the
voltage across R 111 is greater th an the voltage
across Rll2 and the discriminator output ( the
difference between the above two voltages ) is
negative with respect to the bottom of the discrmunator. If the phase error had been in the
opposite sense, i.e. , the sync. pulse arriving a/ter
the sine-wave had crossed the zero axis, the discriminator output would be in the opposite direction, i.e., positive with respect to the bottom of the
discriminator. When the phase error is zero, as
in Fig. 2 (b), the voltages across Rlll and Rll2
are equal and the re ulting output is zero.

The pentode section of Vl5 is the vertical
output stage. The sawtooth waveform from the
blocking oscillator is applied to the grid of the
output amplifier and a sawtooth current waveform appears in the vertical output transformer
TR4.
A feedback voltage is developed across R 108
A and B from the current in the deflection coi ls.
This voltage is stepped up to the input grid of
the frame output valve. A tapped resistor, R 107
A, B and C, is provided in series with the feedback
transformer primary for factory adjustment of
linearity.
HORIZONTAL OSCILLATOR AND
AUTOMATIC PHASE CONTROL

The discriminator output is connected 111
series with a fixed negative bias voltage of
approximately - 3.4 volts derived from the Horizontal Hold potentiometer which taps off part of
the grid leak bias developed in the horizontal
driver 0 rid circuit. Thus the D .C. voltage on the
reactance valve (Vl6) grid is approximately - 3.4
volts when there is zero phase error, more negative
when the sync. pulse leads in phase and less
negative when the sync. pulse lags.

Automatic frequency and phase control is
obtained by means of a sine wave type of "flywheel" circuit. Incoming horizontal sync. pulses
from the horizontal sync. separator are fed via
transformer TR6 ( damped by diode MR2 ) into
the discriminator Vl 7, where they are compared
in phase with a sine waveform taken from the
horizontal oscillator transformer TR 7. In this

The reactance valve Vl6 is essentially a
capacitance shunted across the oscillator tank
circu it and the effective value of its capacitance
is varied by the control bias on its grid, developed
by the discriminator, and is varied in such a
direction as to correct for any change of phase
which develops a correcting voltage.
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duct. During the ''Ryback" time the magnetic
energy has established itself in the reverse direction, and the picture tube spot has returned to
the left-hand side of the screen.
When the damping diode conducts it permits
current to flow at a controlled rate through part
of the transformer. This current, passed by the
auto-transformer into the deflection coils, forms
the initial part of the horizontal scan. As the
damper ceases to conduct the line output valve
takes over and supplies the necessary current to
complete the scan, at which point a further
negative. pulse on the grid of V 19 starts the cycle
over again.
During Ryback a high voltage pulse is produced at the anode of the E.H.T. rectifier V20,
which is peak-rectified, and then smooth ed by
the capacitance between inner and outer bulb
coatings of the picture tube, and supplies E.H.T.
of approxima tely 16,000 volts.
Energy recovered by the damping diode produces a boosted H.T. voltage of 640 volts which
is used, if required, for focus voltage and also is
divided down to 400 volts for supplying the G2
electrode voltage of the picture tube.
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Fig. 2
HORIZONTAL DEFLECTION C IRC UITS
Negative voltage pulses from the anode of
t-he horizontal oscillator (V18 pentode ) are applied
via a differentiating circuit of which VRlO, the
Horizontal Drive control, is a variable element to
the Horizontal Driver valve (V18 triode ) . VRlO
serves to adjust the amount of differentiation
and hence the time at which the Horizontal
Output valve is driven "on" as required below.
The horizontal driver valve (V18 triode )
produces a negative pulse output which is timed
to cut off the horizontal output valve V 19 at end
of a scan. When V19 is cut off sharply, the
magnetic field that has been established in the
horizontal output transformer during the scan
collapses and the oscillatory circuit comprised of
the transformer inductance and stray capacitances
tends to "ring." However, after one-ha lf cycle of
oscillation the damping diode V21 starts to con -

REMOTE CONTROL
By plugging into socket SK4, the octal socket
in the rear of the chassis, volume and contrast
can be con trolled from the Remote Control Unit.
The remote volume control VR 7A adds a
variable resistance across the supply voltage of
the sound limiter. Since this control can only
reduc e volume, the main volume control should
be set for the maximum volume desired.
The remote contrast control VR5A feeds a
variable D.C. voltage into the contrast control
chain R55, R56 and R54. It varies con trast ei ther
side of a middle (normal ) value which is set by
the main contrast control.
Note that connection of the Remote Control
Unit does not affect operation of the normal
receiver volume and contrast controls.

INSTALLATION
PICTURE SHIFT
Small shifts in position of picture may occur
due to the effect of the earth's magnetic field in
different locations. The picture may be re-centred
by rotating the two shift magnets on the tube
neck behind the deflection yoke.

The receiver is shipped from the factory with
the picture tube installed and all controls preadjusted for normal operation. It should only be
necessary to ensure that the mains tapping is
correctly ad justed for the mains vol tage existing
in the particular area and a suitable aerial connected to the aerial input terminals. In ve1y
strong signal areas it may be necessary to use
an attenuator in the aerial lead to avoid overloading the receiver.
The various operating
controls should be checked for proper operation,
and their use demonstrated to the purchaser as
described in the installation manual. It is necessary to remove the back of the cabinet to gain
access to the mains adjustment panel.

Rotate the cen tring magnet assembly to shift
the picture in the required direction, and move
one of the magnets with respect to the other to
change the strength of the field and hence the
amount of picture shift.
PICTURE TILT
If the picture is not square with the edges of
the mask, the deflection coils should be rotated
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until the picture is squared up. It may be
necessary after this operation to centre the picture
by mea ns of the shift magnets.

It is most important that the ion trap be
accurately set because misadjustment not only produces astigmatism, but can damage the picture
tube.
A.G.C.
The A.G.C . control should be adjusted when
the receiver is installed . The procedure is to turn
the control to the maximum anti-clockwise position, then observing the picture, advance the
control until the noise or "snow" in the picture
is no longer reduced. The receiver should .then
be checked on all channels to ensure that no overloading is evident, which may be due to the
control being adjusted too far in a clockwise
position, a nd that th e minimum noise condition
has been achieved for all signals.
FUSES
Three fu ses are provided, one in the mams
circuit and two in the H.T. circuits. Ensure that
th ey are replaced with similar types.

ION TRAP
If ion trap adjustment is necessary, set brightness control at normal brightness or if no raster
is evident at all set brightness control at the centre
of its range. Check tha t ion trap magnet is
placed on the neck o f the tube in the region of
th~ _bend in the gun. R ota te magnet around the
tube' neck and move it backwards or forwards
along the neck until the position for maximum
brightness of raster is obtained. Readjust brightness setting if necessary to keep raster brightness
a t that of a rea. onably bright picture, but not
excessively so.
Check also that the position found for the
magnet by the above procedure produces good
overall focu s.

DISMANTLING
REMOVAL OF CHASSIS
Disconnect the receiver from the mains supply
and remove the aerial connection.
R emove the two screws securing the back
cover of the receiver to the cross rail on which
th e chassis sits. Ease back the main interlock
socket so that it comes free of the chassis and,
while holding the socket free, slide the cover
downwards in its guide grooves until the top
edge is free of its cabinet groove. The cover may
then be eased out by bowing it down the centre
until the edges a re free of the cabin et groove:.
Disconnect the picture tube socket, E.H.T.
connector, deflection yoke plug and speaker plug.
R emove all knobs from the front of the set.
Remove four bolts ecuring chassis to the
cabinet shelf.
Th e chassis may then be withdrawn from th e
cabinet.

Always ensure that it is placed on a soft, clean
surface, such as felt, so that the face does not
become scratched. Whenever possible, keep tubes
in the original manufacturer's carton.
REPLACEMENT OF PICTURE TUBE
First, clean the tube face and the inside
surface of the protective glass screen. Stretch the
rubber dust-sealing ring a round the four spigo ts
moulded into the mask.
Place the tube in position on the mask, and
secure with two bottom screws and then two
top screws. The top screws should be tightened
only until face of tube sea ts against mask. Prise
dust-sealing ring off the spigots until it flicks into
position around the mask.
REPLACEMENT OF DEFLECTION YOKE
Carefully slide the yoke over the neck of the
picture tube. Rotate the yoke so that the fixin g
screw on the band round th e yoke assembly is at
the top, and push the yoke firml y against the flare
of the picture tube. Do not tighten the retaining
screw at the back of the yoke assembly until the
set is operating and the picture is squared up.
Replace the ion trap magnet.

REMO AL OF DEFLECTION YOKE
First remove the picture tube socket, and
slide the ion trap from the picture tube neck.
Loosen the screw on the clamp fixing the
yoke to the picture tube neck, remove the yoke
plug from the E.H.T. cage, a nd the earthing
spring from the yoke, and lide the yoke from the
picture tube neck.

REPLACEMENT OF CHASSIS

REMOVAL OF PICTURE TUBE
Having removed the chassis and yoke
assembly, lay the cabinet on its face and undo
four screws securing th e picture tube clamping
ring to the cabinet and the mounting brackets.
Lift the tube out carefully by supporting it
around the mounting ring.
N.B. : The picture tube should be carefully
handled and never placed face down on a bench .

Slide chassis into cabinet, ensuring tha t the
extension spindles on the pre-set controls locate
in their guides. Push chassis forward until it
comes against a stop, and replace the four screws
secu ring the chassis to the shelf.
Replace loudspeaker plug, deflection yoke
connector, picture tube socket and E.H.T. lead.
R eplace knobs.
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Replace the cabinet back panel and ease
home the mains interlock plug. Ensure that this
is properly aligned with the pins on the chassis
before pushing it home. Do not force it on.
Replace two screws securing the back panel.

IMPORT ANT: Before replacing back on
receiver, the ion trap must be adjusted in accordance with instructions.
Do not operate the
receiver for any length of time with the ion trap
misadjusted.

ADJUSTMENTS
PICTURE TUBE FOCUS
The voltage on G4, the focus electrode of the
picture tube, is set in the factory for best overall
focus by connecting the focus lead to either pin 8
( 0 volts), pin 2 ( 225 volts) on SK5, or tag I ( 640
volts) on TR8. This should be checked and, if
necessary, reset when the picture tube is replaced.
HORIZONTAL LINEARITY
A typical multimeter employing a 100 ohm,
1 mA. full scale deflection meter, when on 100
mA. range, has a total resistance of 1 ohm. If
such a meter is connected between test point V
and earth it will indicate half the current flowing
in the cathode of Vl9.
The Horizontal Linearity control should be
adjusted to reduce the current in Vl9 to a
minimum.
HORIZONTAL DRIVE
First check the setting of the horizontal
linearity control. Then with the meter still connected, adjust the drive control to set the current
in Vl9 to 110 mA. The reading on the typical
multimeter should then be .55 mA.
After setting the horizontal drive control, the
horizontal hold control setting should be checked.

HORIZONTAL HOLD
Disconnect sync. pulses by removing V 10,
the sync. separator valve, and adjust the "Horizontal Hold" control until the picture just " floats"
or locks weakly, then replace V 10.
Should the reactance valve V 16, or the
oscillator valve V18 be replaced, the horizontal
hold control should be reset. Th e voltage on the
test point IV should be found to be within the
range -3 to - 3.6 volts. If this is not so, it
should be set at -3.4 volts, using the horizontal
hold control, V 10 removed, and the core of the
oscillator transformer TR 7 adjusted for the weak
or floating lock. V 10 should then be replaced.
50V. ADJUST
Connect a multimeter switched to 300V.
range between test point VI and earth. With a
normal picture displayed, adjust VR3 to give a
reading of +so volts.
CONTRAST RANGE
Check the setting of " 50V. Adjust" control.
Turn the contrast control to its maximum anticlockwise position and adjust VR4 to give a light
under-contrasted picture.

VISION I.F. ALIGNMENT

LOCATION OF COILS FROM UNDERSIOE OF CHASSIS
X INDICATES COIL NEAREST CHASSIS

TEST
POINT1

described in the instructions supplied with the
sweep generator. The sweep generator should be
terminated with a resistor equal to its output
impedance and connected to the receiver as suggested below.
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GENERAL NOTES
To align the vision I.F., a sweep generator
and a marker generator, both covering the range
28.5 to 38.5 Mc / s are required, together with a
display unit. The marker generator may be a
signal generator and the display unit a C.R.O.
These instruments should be inter-connected as
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If there is inadequate output from this arrangement, the point " O " may be connected to the
receiver instead of the point " P".

( 3) Remove the sweep generator from V 4
and connect it to the grid of V3 ( Pin 2) . With
Ll7 peak the response at 34.65 Mc / s making sure
that the slug is in the position closest to the chassis.
Adjust IFTl for a symmetrical response with the
slug in the position furthest from the chassis. Use
both IFTI and LI 7 to obtain the response as
shown in Fig. Sc .

Before commencing alignment, remove the
slugs from L15 and LI9 and wind the slugs in
LI 7 and L20 so that they are set flush with the
chassis. Turn the two trimmers VC l and VC2
so they are at their minimum capacity position
(i.e., .,f r" of the thread should be visible above
the chassis). Connect a - 6V. bias across C46.
Connect the input to the display unit between the
junction of L24 and the sound trap, and earth.
Throughout the alignment, the display unit should
be adjusted to present a reasonable amplitude
display from a signal 2.5V. peak to peak, and the
output from the I.F. strip should be maintained
at that level by varying the output from the
sweep generator.

( 4) Remove the sweep generator from V3
and connect it to test point I on the tuner ( adjacent to V2). Switch the tuner to position 12.
Adjust the slug in L8 to give the maximum
response at 34.65 Mc / s. Adjust the slug in L16
to the position nearest the chassis which peaks the
response at 34.65 Mc / s, and then using L8 and
LI 6, obtain the response as shown in Fig. So.
( 5) Increase the capacity of VC l so that the
peak of the response (34.65 Mc / s marker ) falls
through 1.5 db on the display unit, and then
increase the capacity of VC2 so that the peak of
the response (34.65 Mc / s marker ) falls through
another 1.5 db. Va1y both VC 1 and VC2 to
obtain 5E as closely as possible. It may also be
necessary to make an alteration to the setting of
IFT2.

ALIGNMENT
( 1) Connect the sweep output between the
grid (Pin 2) of V5 and earth. Adjust the slug
of L22 to peak the response at 34.65 Mc / s, with
the slug in the position nearest the chassis. Adjust
the slug in IFT3 to give a symmetrical response
with the slug in the position furthest from the
chassis. Va1y both L22 and IFT3 to obtain the
response as shown in Fig 5A.

(6) Insert a slug in LI9 and
minimum response at 37.5 Mc / s.
into Ll5 and adjust to set the 30.5
in the m iddle of the step created by

(2 ) Remove the sweep generator from V5
and connect it to the grid of V 4 ( P in 2). Peak
the response at 34.65 Mc / s with the slug of L20
in the position nearest the chassis. Adjust the
slug of IFT2 to give a symmetrical response with
the slug in the position furthest from the chassis.
Using both L20 and IFT2, obtain the response as
shown in Fig. 5B.

adjust for a
Insert a slug
Mc / s marker
this coil.

( 7) Make any final adjustment that may be
necessary to obtain the final response as shown
in Fig. 5F.
Note: L16A, L18, L21, and L23 are coupling
coils for factory adjustment, and should not be
disturbed.

SOUND I.F. ALIGNMENT
The following equipment is necessary to carry
out this procedure:

5.5 MC / S. NULL TRAP (IFT4)
IFT4 is a combined null trap and transformer, working at 5.5 Mc / s. When tuned in the
factory, both primary and secondary cores are
tuned together to give a zero output at 5.5 Mc / s
at the video grid, and a maximum transfer to the
intercarrier amplifier. This can only be done
accurately with a swept oscillator and a suitable
display having a high gain at 5.5 Mc / s. Once
set, however, it should not need retuning unless
quite large circuit alterations have been made.
Only the primary core should be retuned, as the
secondary core ( nearest chassis ) is sealed in the
factory.

(i ) A C.W. Oscillator accuratel y tuned to
5.5 Mc / s by a crystal controlled
reference.
(ii ) A 20,000 ohm / volt meter ( Model
8 A VO or similar type ).
( iii ) A D .C . V.T.V.M.
(iv ) A peak-to-peak detector as shown.
33pF

o----l 1--....---1111t---o
·INPUT

OUTPUT

Fig. 6 -

Peak-to-Peak Detector
II

Should it be necessary .to retune IFT4, the
following procedure should be adopted:

(6 ) Repeat (3) and (4 ) until a ZERO
reading is obtained.
( 7) Seal secondary core.

( 1) Inj ect 5.5 Mc / s C.W. at approximately
I 00 m V. between L24 and earth ( disconnecting L24 from C36 and MR I ) .

SOUND I.F.

(2 ) Connect the input of the peak-to-peak
detector illustrated to C.R.T. Pin 11.
Connect output of peak-to-peak detector to 20,000 ohm / volt meter on 50
micro-amps. range.

( I ) Connect

the output of the C.W.
O scillator between grid ( Pin 2) of
V 11 and earth, and tune the core of
L27 amplifier anode coil to obtain
maximum negative reading across the
10-K metering resistor R 75, measured
with a D.C . V.T.V .M.

(3) Adjust primary core of IFT4 to give
zero reading on meter. Note: Do not
move secondary core.
If IFT4 is replaced, a similar
method is used, but adjustment of both
primary and secondary cores is necessary. Set up as in ( 1) and ( 2 ) above,
and proceed as follows:

( 2) Using the same input, connect
V.T.V.M. between junction of R80
RB 1, and earth. Set the cores of
IFT5, ratio transformer, until they are
f' from ends of former. Rotate top
(primary) core of IFT5 one turn in
ei ther direction. Continue tuning core
in the direction that increases th e
positive reading, until a maximum is
obtained. Screw in bottom (secondary )
core of IFT5 so that the reading
becomes more positive and then falls
rapidly through zero to a negative
potential.
Carefully adjust core so
that the meter reads exactly zero volts.

( 3) Withdraw both cores to end of fo rmer,
and then screw in primary core until
a minimum reading is obtained on
meter.
( 4 ) Screw in secondary core until meter
reading increases slightly.
( 5 ) Screw out prima ry core until meter
reading reaches new minimum .

MODIFICATIONS
Some receivers incorporated two paralleled
22 ohm resistors in the lead to the power transformer primary. They are situated on a tag panel
mounted near the underside of the tuner. A
label marked DANGER is fixed to the underside
of the tuner to draw the attention of service
engineers to the presence of the supply mains on
the panel.

During production the horizontal output
tra nsformer, TR8 was modified. The modified
transformer can be identified by the metal panel
on one side of the core. The original transformer
employed two bakelite panels to clamp the core,
whereas the later transformer has one bakelite and
one metal panel. The numbers on the panel were
changed as follows :

In the event of a replacement power transformer ( Part No . 904-0212 ) being fitted, these
resistors are not -required. The transformer should
therefore be connected as shown in the circuit
diagram, and the resistors omitted.

Lea d from:

Cl03
SK5 Pin 6
SK5 Pin 5
SK5 Pin 4
L31
V19 Top Cap

12

Connected to T ag Number:
Original
Modified
Transformer
Transformer
I

I

2
7

2

3
4

5

3
4
5
6

F2

PARTS

LIS T

RES ISTORS
DESCRIPT I ON

REF .

PART No.

R15
R17

740-0032
740-0612
740-0483

R18
R19
R20
R21
R22

742-01-12
742-0H2
740-0252
740-0112
740-0483

R23

740-0273

R24
R26
R27
H28

740-0052
740-0572
740-0572
740-0043

3.300
1.000
1.000
2,700

]{29
R30
H3L
R32
R33
R34
R35

740-0322
740-0382
749-0191
749-0191
749-0191
7 49-0191
740-0483

L.200
li,800
680
680
680
680
56

R36
R37
R38
R39
R40
R42
R43
R44
R45
R46
R47
R48
R49
R50
R51
R52
R53
R54
R55
R56
R57
R58
R59
R60
R61
R62
R63
R64
R65
R6(i
R67
R68
R70

740-0162
740-0622
740-0262
740-0262
740-0732
746-0202
742-0752
742-0712
742-0712
742-0772
742-0222
742-0192
742-0172
740-0122
742-0432
742-0762
740-0862
740-0242
740-0782
740-0082
740-0082
742-0102
742-0522
740-0 1 62
740-0822
740-0202
740-0732
740-0242
74 0-0202
742-0162
742-0092
740-0092
740-0773

R71

740-0273

R72
R73
R73a
R74
R75
R77

740-0572
740-0142
740-0622
740-0582
740-0612
742-0492

RlG

2,200 ohms ± 10% .BT::<
10,000 ohms ± 20% .BTS
56 ohms + 10% ~ \i\'alt
ohms ± 10% FITA
ohms + 10% .BTA
ohms
10% .BTS
ohms
10% .BTS
ohms ± 10% ~ ,Yatl

+

±

Morganite
150 ohm:a.
10% _ \ \"ntt
Mol'g:anite

±

ohms +
ohms
ohms
ohms

+
+

PAHT r-.-o .

nn

740-0742
740-0102
7-10 - 0092
740-0092
740-0122
740-0102
740-0122
740-0702
742-0452
7-10-0052
740-0622
740-0622
749-0191
718-0062
712-0252
742-0092
740 - 0082
i -10-0082
740-0082
742 - 0172
H0-0 1 -12
740-0072
740-0122
740-0202
742-0752
742 - 0752
740-0522
749-0191
742-0:n:i

ohms + 20%
o h ms
10%
ohms
10%
ohms
10%
ohms
10%
ohms
10%
ohms ± 10%
ohms ± 10%
ohms ± 20%
ohms + 10%
ohms ± 20%
ol1ms ± 20%
r;so ohms ± 10%
270 ohms + 10%
10,000 ohms ± 10%
47.000 o h ms + 10%
10.000 o h ms
10%
10.000 ohms ± 10%
LO.ODO ohms ± 10%
470.000 ohms ± 10%
100.000 ohms ± 10%
4.700 ohms ± 10%
47,000 ohms ± 10%
2.2 Megohms ±
10.000 ohms ± 20%
10.000 oh m s ± 20%
220.000 ohms ± 20%
580 ohms ± 10%
:::30 o h n1s ± 10%

R107a
R107h
Rl07<"
R10 8
Rl08a
H109
Hll0

750-0201
750-0201
750-0201
750-020 1
750-0201
740-07:~2

1.2 ohms)
2.-t ohms )

Hill

742-0582
i-t2-05 8 2
749-0081
740-0612
i -10-0182
740-01 -12
742-11492
740-0122
740-0152
740-0512
740-0392
740-014 2
740-0242
742-0392
742-0172
742-0432
740-0572
749-0 1 51
749-0151
749-0151
746-0242
74 2-0913

R79
R8tl
RSI
R82
RS:l
R84
R85
R86
R87
R88
R89
R90
H92
R93
R9 -1
H9fi
R9ti
R97
H98
R99
n100
Rl0 I
R 1 02
Rl03
RJ0:la
RJ0 -1
R105

Morgaiiite

270.000
270.000
1.500
27.000
56

REF.

10% .BTS
20% BTS

+ 20% .BTS

10% ~ Watt

Morgariite

ohms + 10% .BTS
ohms
10% BTS
ohms
1 0% BTB
ohms
10% BTB
ohms
10% BTB
ohms
10% BTB
ohms
10% ~ Wn t l
Morgaiiite
2 20. 000 oh ms + 1 0o/o FITS
170. 000 oh ms
20% .BTS
;;so ohms
10% BTS
560 ohms + 10% B T S
12.000 ohms ± 10% BTS
3. 9 ohms + 20% BW ~
10.000 ohms + 20o/o BTA
2,200 ohms ± 20% BTA
2,200 ohms + 20% BTA
:l.9 Megol1ms ± 10% BT .-\
-1.7 M e gohms + 10% RTA
1 Meg-ohm ± To% BTA
470,000 ohms + 10% ETA
47.000 ohms ± 10% BTS
18.000 ohms ± 10% ETA
12,000 ohms ± 10% ETA
18,000 ohms + 10% BTS
33.000 ohms ± 10% BTS
120.000 ohms + 10% BTS
10 . 000 ohms + 1 0% BTS
10.000 ohms
10% B'l'S
82.000 ohms ± 10% ETA
820.000 ohms ± 10% BTA
220.000 ohms ± 10% RTS
33.000 ohms ± 20% BTS
2. 2 Megohms ± 1 0% HT:12,000 ohms ± 10% BTS
33.000 ohms ± 10% BTS
2.2 Megohms + 10% HTS
:190.000 ohms ± l0o/;;-BTA
47.000 ohms ± 10% BTA
15.000 ohms + 10% BTS
39 ohms ± 10% ~ Watt

+
+
+

+
+
+

+

±

R l Oli

DESCR I PTIO!s
2,200
22 .000
15.000
15,000
47,000
22,000
47.000
56,00U
220.000
3.300
470,000
-170,000

+
+
+
+

+

±

BTS
BT,;
BTS
BTS
BTS
BTS
BTS
BTS
ETA
BTS
BTS
BTS
BTB
BWl
BTA
BTA
BTS
BTS
BTS
BTA
BTS
BTS
BTS
l0o/c HT>-i
BTA
BTA
BTS
RTR
l \ \'all

Mor gan ite

R112
Rll 3
Rll -1
H115
Rl16
Rll7
Rl18
Rll9
H I 20
Hl21
H122
TU23
Rl24
Rl25
R I 26
R127
Rl28a
Hl28b
R128 c
Rl29
lU30

+

Morganite

7-10-0532

-t.S ohn1s ) HeHislor ~trip
2.0 ohms)
~-0 ohmR)
12.11111_1 ohms

±

10% BTS

1
1211 . U00
120.000
22.000
10,000
470.000
100.000

Mi'gohm ± 20% BTS
ohms ± I 0% BTA
ohms ± 10% BTA
ohms ± 20% BTB
ohms + 20% BTS
ohms ± 10% BTS
ohms + 10% BTS
i;s.ooo ohms ± 1 0% RTA
47.000 ohms ± 10 %BTS
150.000 ohms ± 10% BTS
100.000 ohms ± 20% BTS
3:J0.000 ohms ± 10% BTS
100.000 o h ms ± JO% BTS
33.000 ohms + 10% BTS
47.000 ohms ± 20% BTA
470.000 ohms ± l0o/o BTA
18.000 ohms ± 10% BTA
1,000 ohms ± 20% BTS
10.000 ohms ± 20% B T B
10.000 ohms ± 20% BTB
L0.000 ohms + 20% BTB
LO ohm
10% Bw;
100 ohms ± 10% 1 Watt

±

Morganite

150 ohms ± 10%, W att
Morganite
1,000 ohms + 20% BTS
100,000 ohms ± 10% BTS
470,000 ohms + 20% BTS
47.000 ohms + 20% BTS
10.000 ohms
20% BTS
68.000 ohms ± l0o/o ETA

742-0402
7-12-0452
742-0792
740-0492
752-0011
702-0011

I 50.000 ohms ± 20% BTA
220 .000 ohms ± 20o/o BTA
fi8.000 oh m s ± 10% BTA
1.5 Mego h ms + 20% BTS

REF.

PART !so.

DESCRIPTIOr-.-

C33

271-0031

C3 ·l

280-1311

Rl3I
HJ 32
Rl33
R13 -1
RTI
RT2

+

CZ6Brimistor"
C7.fiBrimistor

CA PAC ITORS
REF.

PART Ko.

C24
C25

273-0591
271-0031

C26

271-0031

C26a

271-00:ll

C27

271-0031

C28

271-0031

C29

271-0031

C30
C31

273 - 0591
271-0031

DESCRIPTION
68 pF + 1 pF Silver Mica M.S.
.0033Mfd. + 100% - 0% Ceramic
Disc 500V. Wkg.
. 0033 Mfd. +100%-0% Ceramic•
Disc 500V. Wkg.
.0033 Mfd. +100% - 0% CeramirDisc 500V. Wkg.
.0033 Mfcl. +100% - 0% Cerami c
Disr- 500V. Wkg.
.0033 Mfd. + 100% --0% Ceramic
Disc 500V. Wkg.
. OOH Mfd. +100% - 0% Cemmi,·
Disc 500V. Wkg.
68 pF + 1 pF Silver Mica M.::<.
.00:l3Mfd. + 100% -0% Cerami c
Disc 500V. Wkg.

271-0151

.0033 Mfcl. +100% -0% Cerami<'
Disc 500V. WI,g.
.0033 Mfd. ± 20% Piasti<·
Tubu l ar 400 V.W .
6. 8 pF + ¼ pF C e ramic Tubuia,·

C3G

271-01:ll

8.2 pF

C37

271-0131

8.2 I)F

C38

280-0541

C39

279-4581

CH

2fi9-0-i01

NPO

14

+

KPO
+
KPO

pF' Cer ami <' Tubular

pF' Ceramic Tubular

.0022 Mfcl. ± 20% Plasti c
Tubular 200 V.W .
.0047 Mfd. + 10% Paper
Tubu lar400 V.W.
40 Mfd. Electrolyti c 250 V.\\'.
(With C43)

F2

PARTS

CAPACITORS HEF.

C42

DESClUPTI O :-.:
269-0H J
269 - 0401

C44

269-0441

C 45

279 - 11 61
279- 11 61

CH

271-0231

C 4S

279-l Hl

C49
C50

271-022 1
280- 1 311

C5 l

2 79 -4661

C52
C53

271 - 0221
280- 1791

C54

279- 11 21

C5 i

27 1- 003 1

C5S

271- 02 71

C59

273-0f,6 1
271 - 0 151

CliO

:rno Mfd. El et·tro l:vtk 250 V. \ \' .
(With C HJ
SO Mfd. Eleetrolyti c 250 v. -\\'.
(With C4 1 )
I 00 Mfd . El er-t rolytic 250 1·. \ \".
(With C 4 2)
0.22 M"fcl. ± 2oc7c Pape,· Tubular
200 v .w.
0.22 M fd. ± 20% Pa1wr Tu bu lar
200 V. W .
HS pF ± 1 0% Ceram ic Tub ul ar
3KV N750
0.22 Mfd .
20 % Pappr Tubular
200 v .w.
2.2 pF + ! pF Bead !\'PO
.003:l hlfd. ± 20% P lasti,·
Tubular 400 V. W.
.022 Mfd. ± 10 % Paper
Tubular 400 V .W .
2.2 pF + ¼ pF Bead NPO
220 pF ± -1 0% Pl ast ic Tubul ar
600 v.w.
0. 1 M fd . ± 20% Pape r· Tubula r
200 v.w.
.0033 Mfd. +100% - 0o/c Ceram ic
Disc 500 V. Wkg.
.0022 uF
20% Cera mi c- Tu hular Type C TR. Sty l e B ,
K2 ,000
l O pF ± 10% I.F. Typ e

2 71- 0271
Cli:!

273-0561
271-003 1

C6:l
Cfif,
C'liti

2 73-0 331
280-1501

Cli7

280 -1501

Cll8
C6 9

269-0371
279-•102 1

('70

280-03 11
280 -1 85 1

C72

279-400 1

C 73

269-03 71
279 -1 621

C74

REF.

PART No.

C 75

26 9-0401

C7ti

269 -02 2 1
269 -0211
279 -1541

C 77

±

C79

27 9-1541

C8o

279-1 541

C:8 1

2 79-02 81

l:82

27 9-4 7 21

cs :1

279 -11 61
2 79-16 61

CS5

279-4741

C8il

269-0401

C87
('88

26 9-0 36 1
280-1791

CS9

279-0281

C91•
C 91

273-0821
280-0331

Ce ratni e Tubular

C 92

280 -03 31

.oo:J3 Mfd + 100% -0o/c Cera mi<"
Disc 500V. Wkg.
.0022 uF
20% Ce ra1nii '. 'l'uhular T ype C TR. Sty le R.
K2,000
I II pF ± 1 0% l.F. Typ e
.OO:J3 M fd. + 100% -0o/c c~ rami<Disc 500V . Wk g .
1 00 pY ± a% I. F. Typ e
100 pi-'
5% Plastic Tubul ar
GOO V.W.
1 on pF + 5% Pl astic.: Tubul a r
GOO V.W.
10 M fcl. Ele <· lrolyti c 40 P.V .
.0 15 M fd. ± lO o/c Pape r

C93

280-0821

C94

2 79-1121

±

+ ¼ pi◄"

6. 8 pF

±

280-1851

C9"
C 97

±

Tubular· 200 V.\V.

en

continued

en

NPO

27 1 -003 1

LIS T

.0033 M fcl. ± 1 0% Pl astir'l'ubular 200 V. W.
-+: 10 % P l asth· Tubul a r
600 v .w .
.01 Mfd.
1 0% Fa per --11 uhular
200 v.-w.
1(1 ~Hd. Electro lytic· 40 P.V.
.01 Mfrt . ± 20o/c- Paper Tubul ar
400 v .w .

273-0541
279-1661

C98

27 9-1121

C99

279-1581

C l OO

279 -1 66 1

C ! Ol

2 79-11 21

C102

280-2911

li80 pF

279-5201

±

C l 0-1

279-1781

C l O:i

279-520 1

DESCRlPTIO:-.:
40 Mfd . Electrolytic 250 V.W.
(With C86)
25 Mfd. E lect rolyti c 40 P.V.
8 Mfcl. E lec-trol yt ic 350 P . V.
.0022 Mfd . ± 20 % Paper
Tubula r 400 V .W .
.0022 Mfd. ± 20% Paper
Tubular 400 V. W.
.IJ0 22 Mfd. ± 20% Paper
Tubular 400 V .W.
1 M f d.

±

25% M etali sect P ape r

200 v.w.
.068 M f d. ± 10 % Paper Tubular 400 V .W. U .C .C.
0.22 Mfd . ± 20% P ape r Tubul ar
200 v.w.
.022 Mfd. ± 20% Paper Tubular 400 V.W.

±

0. 1 Mfd .
1 0% Pap er Tubul a r
400 V.

"T·

80 Mfd. E ,lec tro l ytic 250 V. W.
(With C 7 5)
10IJ Mfd. Electrolytic 40 P.V.
220 pF + 10 % Plas ti ,· Tubular

600 v.w.

1.0 Mfd. ± 25 % Melalised
Paper 200 V .W.
33 pF ± 5% Silver Mi ca M .S.
.00 47 Mfd. + 10 % Plasti c·
Tubular,-200 V.W.
.004 7 Mfd. + 10 % Plasti c
Tubula r,-200 V .W.
.0039 M f d. ± 5 % Pl as ti c
Tubular 400 v.,v .
0. 1 Mfd. ± 20% Paper· Tubular
200 v.w.
GSO pF + 10% Pla st ic Tubular

600 v.w.

+ 10 % Silver Mi ca 111. S.
.022 Mfd. ± 20% Paper
Tubular 400 V.W.
0. 1 Mfd. ± 20% Paper Tubular·
200 v.w.
.0047 Mfd. + 20% Paper
Tubular 400 V.W .
.022 Mfd. ± 20% Pa1,e r
Tubul a r 200 V.W .
0.1 Mfd . ± 20% P ape r Tu b ul a r
200 v .~ 7 •
. 0022 Mfd. + 20% P lastic:
Tubular 1.000 V."W.
.04 7 Mfd. ± 10 % Paper
Tub u la r 600 V.W.
0. 22 Mfd. ± 20% Paper Tuhular
4 00 v.w.
.047 M fd . ± 10 % P a per
Tubula r 600 V.W.

47 pF

CO I LS
REF.
LI5 l
L!6
L16a
L17
L18
L19)
L 20 f
L21
L2~
L23

r

PAR'!'

:-.: o.

DESCIUPTI01'

RE F.
L24
L 25

259-08 11

1st I.F. Grid a nd Trap

25~-06 71
259-06 11
259 -0 67 1

Tun e r Co u p lin g
1st .T.F. }\n ode
1st l . F. Coup lin g

25!J-069 1
259 , 067 1
259-06 11
259-0671

2nd I.F. Anod e a nd Tra1 ,

L 2fj

L27
L 28
L 29
L 30
L31
L~2
L3 3

2nd I. F'. Coupling
3rd l .F. Anod e
3rd I.F. Cou pling

PART No.
259-0741
25~-0022
259-0771
259-0031
232-0 151

232-0151
259-0871
25 9-00 42
25 9- 0042
259-0861

nESCRTPTI01'
Vi deo P eak ing (Grid)
Vid eo Peaking (Shunt)
Vid eo P eak ing (S e ri es)
I.F. Sound Coupling
Filam e nt Chok e
Filament Chok e
Width Co il
Anti-Parasitic Choke
Anti-Parasit ic C hok e
Lin ear i ty Co il

MISCELLANEO US
l:EF.

PART N o.

VRl

G7 7-0351

\"R2

677-0-121

\ "R3

G77-0 171

YR4

fi77-03-tl

DESCR IP T I01'

RE F .

500.000 o hm s Cur ve 'A'
(Brightness)
500,000 oh m ~ Curve 'A' E .C.
( A .G.C.)
25.000 o hm s Cur ve 'A ' E.C.
(50V. Adj.)
250.000 o hm s Cun·e 'A' E.C.

VR~
VR7

677-0331
677-0372
677-0331

VR 8
VR9

677-0362
677-0351

VR5

(Con trast Rang e)

15

PART No.

DESCRIPTf01'
1 0,000 o hm s C ur ve ' A ' ( Co ntrast)
500,000 ohms Curve ' C' (Ton e)
1 M egohm Tapp ed 500,000
o hm s C ur ve 'A" (V o l. )
50,0 00 o hm s C ur ve 'A" (H e ig h t)
500. 000 o hm s Curve 'A' ( V e rt .
H o ld)

F2

LIST

PARTS

MISCELLANEOUS - con tinued
RE .I".

PART No.

llESCRIPTJON

.HEF'.

VRl0

677-0341

250,000 ohms Curve 'A' (Hor.

VRll

677-0471

25,000 oh n1s Cu r ve 'A' (Hor.
Hold)

VCl
VC2
H"Tl
lf'T2
H"T 3
IFT4
I FT5
TRI
TR2
'l'R3
TR4
'l'H5
TR6
'l'H7
'l'R8
OKl
CK2
MRI
MR2
MR3

28 1- 01 31
28 1- 0 1 31
906-0191
906-0162
906-0171
906-0181
906-0101
904-0212
905-023l.
908-0052
905-0221
908-0182
908-0111
908-0191
908-0271
232 -012 2
232-0211
932-0971
932-0791
932-0991

PA RT /so .

CH I

753-0001

Y :l

932-0881
932-0521
932-0521
932-0litil
932-0981
932-0981
932-0oOl
932-0501
932-0521
932-0521
932-0491
932-0511
932-0511
932-0521
932-0491
932-0501
932-0531
932-0771
932-0561
932-0871
932-0671
224-0721
259-0831

D ri ~·e)

y;

Capacitor Trim1ne1·
Capacitor Trimmer·

V5

Transform e r·-1 . .P.

V7

Transformer-

Vfi

1.J·~.

\ "8

Transfol'mer-1. I".
Transformer-I. F.
Transformer-J.F.
Transforn1er- Power
Transform e r- Audio O utµu t
Transfortn e r- Blocking Oscillator
Transformer- Frame Output
Transforn1 e r- Vertical Feedba1:k
Transfo rm e r- Sync. Couplin g
Transforn1er- Horizonal Osd ll ator
Tran sfo rn1 er- Horizonta l Out put
Choke 1. 5 H :lO0 mA.
C hok e
Diode 0 A9 0
Diorle 0A81
Dio<lP M 3

V9
VlO
Vil
V12
\"1 3
\fl.j
V15
V]f';

Vli

\ "] 8
Vl9
V20
V21
C'.R.T.

or

DESCRIPTION

150 o hm s/1 K 5 u F. Resistive Capac iti\·e Coupled Unit
6BY7 Val\·e
tiB Xli Valv e

6BX6 Valve
liCK6 Valve

i\AS4 Vah:e
5AS4 Vah· e
f;B L 8 Valve
6B L 8 Valrn
6BX6 Valv e
f;BX6 Vah·e
6AL 5 Val\·e
liB M S Vah·e
6B M 8 V a in:!
6BX6 Valrn
6AL5 Vah·e
6BL8 Valv e
6C M 5 Val ve
1S2 Va l ve
6R3 Vah·e
AW53-80- 2 1-ineh Pictur·e Tuhe
21ALP4-A-21-inch Picture Tube
Tun er Assemb l y

De fl ec tion Yoke Assembly

THE GRAMOPHONE COMPANY LIMITED
(/ncorpo,aud in England)

HOMEBUSH

N.S.W.

H.

CLARK

PTY . LTD.

PrinUrJ
CAMPERDOWN

-

N.S.W .

CASCO0E

R. F.

AMP.

FREQUENCY CHANGER

~.

V1 6CW7

18 0\1

HT

820;
C, 9

680

RS

TO LF.

820K

qAMPLIFIER
uo

16S V

L7

Joon
LINE

c,

fj

820~

F. C

L

7S ♦

-,OV.

VA.RIES WIT._.

$1GHAL

A G C.

FIL S 8

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM -

TUNER

REMOTE 0ONTR0L
CON/\IECrtON6 A r
8L,ACK

4

BLUE

~

Pi.. UC

RED

J,,,/,l,t'/ /6

?

VR5A

VR 7A

CONTRA ST

VOLUME

250K-

250K

C t RCl.lt i D IA.CiRA /vf.

II

2ND

1ST.
1.F.
AMPLIFIER

1.F.

II

CHASSIS TYPE F2
R 44
2 -;>l(

VIDEO
AMPLIFIER

VIDE.O

3RD
I.F.
AMPLIFIER

AMPLIFIER

H·M·V

DETECTOR

_ _ _.:.;
><c:..
. ~"-':..:.
1·.,_

P ICTUR E
TUBE

Z)SV

POWER SUPPLY

H-T

21ALP4-A

V3

HTI
TO
V6

";'

;08: 1-:H.T I

TEST
POINT

n

";' VRI/
SOOK
C29

~

4%/K
';"

!BRIGHTNESS!

-0033

IO ] V

0 - - ISV

AAIESW ITH
SIGNAL

,.

.,v
I
FA.OM
C101

-,- ~

140V

...L -

*,----------..J

IF AGC

SOUND
SOUND AMPLI FIER
V14

H.T.1 .

OUTPUT

KT2

H T. 3

6 BM8

sriEAKER
1•8()
SK6

C70
SOOK

is-.cov
VA.A. IES
0JUST WITH

TA~'tr

ITONE
-.

TPVJ

) 0-SOV
SQV WITH SIGNAL
VARIES WtTt-4 CONTRAST

A73A

·--vv
•

r- V\
4701(

sov

-o v

I

·0033

ov

•ov

_! _ _

_J__

•

REMOTE

CONTROL
SOCKET
TO PIN 10 C .R.T.

, iov
TO
R76

TO A.6 0
CO~• TA.AS l

SOUND

1>J5 V

I

H.Tt

AP.ROWS I NOICAH. C.LOCKW I S':
ROTAT ION OF CONTROLS

":-

I
_I
TR 7

VRtt
2 5K

UNLESS OTH ERWIS E NOTED
CAPti.ClTORS MORE THAN 1 -pF
CAPAC I lORS LESS THAN 1=),I F
~ ESI STORS

=n

EHT

K-. t 000 .
NOTE.ALL VOLTAGES MEASURED WITH
V.TVM WITH RESPECT TO CHASSIS
ALL CONTROLS SET F"OR NORMAL

OPERATION , NO SIGNAL APPUEO .

M• 1000 000

SOCKET$ VI EWED FROM UNDERN EATH
PLUGS VI EWED ON P INS
.

l

0

.i

~N~
~2Eti~ulfREQUENcv
• .. SYNC 4T 1/2 FRAME ~REQUENCY
081-02Sl

